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Abstract. We describe a general approach to integrate the information produced by different visual modules with
the goal of generating a quantitative 3D reconstruction of the observed scene and to estimate the reconstruction
errors.

The integration is achieved in two steps. Firstly, several different visual modules analyze the scene in terms of
a common data representation: planar patches are used by different visual modules to communicate and represent
the 3D structure of the scene. We show how it is possible to use this simple data structure to share and integrate
information from different visual modalities, and how it can support the necessities of the great majority of different
visual modules known in literature. Secondly, we devise a communication scheme able to merge and improve the
description of the scene in terms of planar patches. The applications of state-of-the-art algorithms allows to fuse
information affected by an unknown grade of correlation and still guarantee conservative error estimates.

Tests on real and synthetic scene show that our system produces a consistent and marked improvement over the
results of single visual modules, with error reduction up to a factor of ten and with typical reduction of a factor 2–4.

1. Introduction

Computer vision systems are commonly composed by
one or more visual modules specialized to detect the
presence of particular features in images or image se-
quences and, on that basis, to infer the presence of
some significant structure in the scene.

The specialization of visual modules is necessary
to keep visual processing at a manageable level of
complexity. On the other hand, isolated visual modules

have problems in dealing with the variability of real
scenes, producing erroneous or incomplete results.

The limitations of the approaches based on special-
ized visual modules made researchers realize the ne-
cessity of combining information from different image
cues [1]. Intuitively, it is to be expected that the prob-
lems and limitations of many early vision modules can
be overcome by combining the information extracted
by many different cues contained in the images.

The solution that we propose consists of the devel-
opment of an advanced computer vision system based
on the integration of the information produced by het-
erogeneous visual modules, with the goal to generate
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an improved, consistent reconstruction of the viewed
scene.

2. Motivating the Approach: Biological Back-
ground

Biological vision systems can easily cope with the
complexities of the real world. At least part of this
capability is due to the integration step that takes place
in biological vision systems: in order to arrive at a con-
sistent interpretation of a scene, different features, that
apparently do not belong together, have to be linked
and interpreted as belonging to the same physical ob-
ject.

It has been suggested that synchronizationprocesses
can underly such “feature binding” in the nervous sys-
tem [4]. Nerve cells respond with temporal activity
patterns to a stimulus and it is known that certain os-
cillatory patterns prevail during optimal stimulation. It
has been shown that groups of nerve cells synchronize
their oscillations during stimulation with a common
object, even if this object is partly obscured. Such a
synchronization mechanism provides a common com-
munication scheme, which in principle is understood
throughout the whole nervous system. In this way
modules that deal with quite different aspects of the
visual scene can be bound together as soon as their
activity is synchronous.

The synchronization process used by neural oscil-
lators has been successfully integrated in computer
models [20, 22, 16]. Still, their application to com-
puter vision system implemented on serial computer is
very inefficient and difficult to control.

3. The Visual Modules

In our study we concentrated on vision modalities able
to produce a quantitative reconstruction of the three-
dimensional structure of a scene. This information is
most easily generated by analyzing how the projection
of the scene changes when the viewpoint changes, as
it is done in the two main visual modules of our sys-
tem, an optical flow module and a stereo module, both
based on differential matching [11]. Various other vi-
sual modules have been implemented and used in the
COMVIS system: a phase-based stereo algorithm [6],
a correlation-based stereo module, and an optical flow

module based on the Lucas and Kanade algorithm [14].
The actual type of algorithm is not important, and the
interested reader is referred to the original literature.

4. The Data Representation

The representation chosen as basis of the communi-
cation mechanism ofCOMVIS has to fulfill several
requirements: It has to be global in the sense that all
modules must be able to use it. It has to be optimal in
the sense that it should encode the information with lit-
tle redundancy. It has to be unambiguous and it has to
be efficient, not requiring complicated pre-processing
to be attained or complicated post-processing to be
decoded.

A structure that fulfills all these requirement is the
planar patch: a delimited planar surface. A planar
patch consists of the parameters of its 3-D plane equa-
tion (aX + bY + cZ = 1) and the region that defines
the points of the plane that belong to the planar patch
(Fig. 1), encoded as the bitmap of its projection on a
reference image.

The planar patch is completed by a covariance ma-
trix that describes the error of the plane parameters,
denoted by�. The covariance matrix is a measure of
the quality of the estimated plane’s parameter, and it is
essential to devise a rigorous data fusion mechanism.

Most of the visual modules known in literature can
be readily modified to produce 3-D plane equations and
planar regions. The covariance matrix is more difficult
to derive. The optical flow module and the stereo mod-
ule based on differential matching are able to compute
it directly: the plane’s parameter are fitted by mini-
mizing the mismatch error between two images. The
fitting procedure produces not only the plane’s param-
eters, but also their covariance matrix [19, page 671].

Because we claim that our approach should be gen-
erally applicable, we must show how generic visual
modules can be modified to produce estimates of the
covariance matrix. There are two possibilities: math-
ematical modeling and Monte Carlo estimation. The
first approach is described in [11, 5]. It is based on
the fact that the actions of many visual modules can
be modeled as computing the value that minimizes an
appropriate error function. In this case it is possible
to express the covariance matrix of the produced es-
timates in terms of the minimized function and the
covariance matrix of the input images.
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The second possibility is applicable even when it is
impossible or too complicated to build a mathematical
model of the visual module. It is based on the technique
of Monte Carlo simulation [19, page 689]. We used
this approach to describe the performances of a phase-
based stereo module, as reported in [3]. The idea
is to generate a synthetic input for which the result
that the visual module should produce is known, then
to perturbate the input by adding random noise, and
generating in this way a set of test inputs. Applying
the test inputs to the vision algorithm we obtain a set
of outputs that can be used to estimate the probability
distribution of the error thus of the covariance. In this
way the error distribution for a certain class of images
can be estimated off-line and then used to predict the
errors of the visual module at run-time.

5. The Communication Mechanism

The goal of the communication scheme that we pro-
pose is to merge the information generated by different
visual modules or by the same visual module on differ-
ent inputs and produce a unified, minimal, consistent,
and complete representation of the scene in terms of
planar patches.

In this perspective, two features are to be commu-
nicated: (1) the parameters of the plane equations and
(2) the image regions.

The communication process is divided into four
steps:

Fig. 1. A planar patch, characterized by a region and the plane’s
equation, here represented by the normal vector of the plane.

1. Collect all the planar patches generated by the
different visual modules and transform the planes
to the same coordinate system.

2. Identify the planar patches to be merged together.
3. Merge the plane equations.
4. Merge the image regions.

5.1. Transform the planar patches to the same coor-
dinate system

The first step is performed applying the 3-D geome-
try of coordinates transforms. Using projective coor-
dinates it is possible to express a general coordinate
transform by matrix multiplication [5], a linear trans-
formation. IfAp is the4� 4 matrix of the translation
of a point expressed in projective coordinates, the cor-
responding transformation of the plane parameters is
given byA = (A�1

p
)T. We can then write the trans-

formation of the plane’s parameters as:

x
0 = Ax (1)

wherex0 is the 4-dimensional vector of the plane’s
parameters in the new coordinate system, andx the
plane’s parameters in the old coordinate system. As
a consequence the transformation of the covariance
matrix can then be expressed as:

�
0
= A�A

T (2)

5.2. Identify the planar patches to be merged together

To perform the second step—identify the planar
patches to be fused—we need a way to measure how
“near” two planar patches are. This is done by an ap-
propriate metric. The metric used inCOMVIS takes
in account only the parameters of the plane equation
and the covariance matrix of a planar patch, ignoring
the form or the size of its region. A distance measure
that takes in account the covariances is the Mahalanobis
distance [5]:

(a� b)T (�a +�b)
�1

(a� b)

wherea andb are the vectors of the plane parameters
and�a and�b the covariance matrices, respectively.
The Mahalanobis distance has a chi-square distribution
with as many degrees of freedom as the vectorsa and
b [5, page 318], i.e., 3 in this case. This allows to
choose in a rigorous way what should it be the maxi-
mum distance to accept two planes as different samples
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extracted from the same multi-dimensional Gaussian
distribution. This maximum distance, the threshold, is
chosen in our experiments according to the probability
of 99% that two vectors are different measurements of
the same quantity, corresponding to a threshold value
of 11:3.

The form and size of the plane region is actually not
completely ignored: overlapping patches are merged
in the the following phase.

5.3. Merge the plane equations

The third step is the fusion of two different estimates
of the same plane,a andb, to yield a new estimatec,
and a new covariance matrix,�c.

The most common data fusion algorithm, the
Kalman filter [15], computes a new estimate by a lin-
ear combination ofa andb, assuming the two vectors
to be independent estimates and choosing the weight
matrices to minimize the trace of�c.

A problem with this approach is that in real situa-
tions the measuresa andb are often correlated and
their correlation grade can not be measured. In the
COMVIS system we adopt a recently proposed novel
extension of the Kalman filter paradigm: theCovari-
ance Intersection (CI) algorithm [21].

CI performs a combination of the means and covari-
ances in inverse covariance space. The CI estimate is
computed as:

�c = (!��1
a

+ (1� !)�
�1
b

)�1

c = �c(!�
�1
a
a+ (1� !)�

�1
b
b)

(3)

where! 2 [0; 1] controls how the two initial vectors,
a andb, influence the final estimate. The value of! is
determined by numerical minimization each time that
two estimates are fused, by finding the value of! that
minimizes the determinant of the fused covariance ma-
trix,�c. The estimate described by Eq. 3 can be proved
to be consistent for all possible cross-correlation grades
and choices of! [21].

5.4. Merge the image regions

The goal of the last step, the segmentation of the re-
gions, is to assign each pixel of the reference image to
one and only one planar patch.

The problem of segmenting the planar patch regions
is solved by selecting for each pixel the planar patch
that minimize the matching error of that point in all the
camera.

A pixel in the reference camera identifies a ray that
starts from the camera’s optical center and intersects
the image plane at the pixel’s location. Consider now
a planar patch. When the ray does not intersect the
plane of the planar patch, the plane is not visible in
this particular pixel. In this case the cost of assigning
the pixel to the planar patch should be very high. This
situation is modeled by an error of+1. Otherwise,
when the ray intersects the plane of the planar patch
we can project the intersection point into all the other
images of the scene obtained from the other cameras
available to the system, thus identifying a correspond-
ing pixel in each one of the other images. The squared
difference of the pixel in the reference image with the
corresponding pixels in the other images determines
the error of assigning the pixel to the planar patch.
Formally, the error (or cost) of assigning the pixelf i

to the planar patchPk is

E(fi = k) =

�
+1 no intersectionP

c2C(
vi�vc;i

�n
)2 intersection

(4)
wherefi is the label of the pixeli, vi the luminance
value in the reference image,vc;i the luminance value
of the corresponding pixel in the image from camera
c, C is the set of the cameras and�n is the standard
deviation of the noise in the images.

This error function produces good results if the ob-
jects in the scene have enough texture to distinguish be-
tween true correspondences and casual ones. In many
real scenes this is not the case, and as a consequence
two kinds of problems occur: either different assign-
ments have the same potential, or their differences are
below the noise threshold—i.e., they are probably due
to the noise—and thus should not be considered to be
significant. This can be overcome by using the error
of a small region (i.e.,5� 5) instead of a single pixel.

5.5. Computational Cost

The first step of the communication procedure, trans-
formation of the planar patches into the same coordi-
nates system, is small and directly proportional to the
number of patches generated by the visual modules.
The second and third steps are efficiently performed
together: the already processed patches are hold in a
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list. If a new patch matches one of the patches already
in the list, in the sense that their Mahalanobis distance
is under the threshold or their regions are overlapping,
they are merged, otherwise the new patch is just added
at the end of the list. The cost of this stage is poten-
tially quadratic in the number of patches. The last step
is the most computationally intensive, since it requires
the matching error to be computed for every pixel in
the reference image and for every possible patch. This
computational cost can be greatly reduced by grouping
the pixels in squared tiles,16 � 16 pixels, for exam-
ple. This reduces the resolution of the regions map,
but makes the merging phase much faster.

6. The System

The above described communication scheme is em-
ployed by our advanced computer vision system,
COMVIS. The computation performed by the
COMVIS system is divided into several stages. The
details of the data flow through the different stages is
depicted in Fig. 2.

For most of the experiments we used a combina-
tion of several stereo and motion modules based on
the same differential matching algorithm [11], because
this is the technique that produces the most accurate
estimates of the planar patches’ plane equations and
their covariance matrices. The same algorithm is ap-
plied to different input images, and each instance of the
algorithm is treated byCOMVIS like an independent
visual module.

The planar patches generated by all the modules
are collected in a common repository, calledblack-
board, where the fusion procedure takes place. The
Mahalanobis distance of each pair of planar patches is
computed, and each pair whose distance is less than
11:3 (the 99% quantile of the chi-square distribution
with 3 degrees of freedom) is fused by the Covariance
Intersection algorithm.

In the next step, the regions of all the fused planar
patches are segmented and refined by minimizing the
matching error, so that every pixel of a reference image
is assigned to a single planar patch. This step concludes
the data fusion procedure, and it generates a 3D model
of the scene in terms of planar patches.

An additional step can further improve the 3D model
of the scene by re-estimating the plane’s equations after
the segmentation step. At this stage the accumulated
knowledge about the patches’ regions allows a better
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Motion Visual
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Stereo Visual
Modules
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Planar Patch
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Specialized Visual
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Planar Patch

Representation

3D Scene
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Fig. 2. The data flow through the several processing stages of the
COMVIS system.

estimate of the planes’ normals: a new estimate is
computed by minimizing the mismatch between the
reference image and the corresponding points in all the
other images of the scene for all pixels that belong to
the region of the planar patch.

7. Experiments

The reconstruction of a synthetic scene is presented in
Fig 3. This scene is composed of four planes in the
four quadrants of the image. A stereo module analyzes
the stereo pair and generates a set of planar patches. In
order to clearly show the difference between Kalman
fusion and CI, only planes that have neighboring re-
gions are considered for fusion and the pixels of the
regions are grouped in tiles of size16 � 16 . From
the regions images it is apparent how the CI algorithm
generates a better segmentation. The reason being that
CI generates more conservative, i.e. larger, covariance
matrices for the fused planes. This is important in
the fusion phase because if the covariance of a fused
planes is too small—i.e., the fusion procedure assumes
that the plane is more precise that what it really is—its
Mahalanobis distance from other measurements of the
same plane will probably exceed the threshold used to
decide when to fuse two planes, thus forbidding fusion.
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STEREO PAIR
LEFT RIGHT

KALMAN FUSION

REGIONS DISPARITY

COVARIANCE INTERSECTION

REGIONS DISPARITY

Fig. 3. The reconstruction of a synthetic scene. At the top is the stereo pair, in the middle the regions and the depth map reconstructed with
Kalman fusion, at the bottom the same but with CI. Each shaded square represents a planar patch. The shading represents the distance of the
object from the viewer: light gray means far and dark gray means near.
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LEFT DEPTH RIGHT

ONE MODULE TWO MODULES PLANE EQUATIONS

A

B

D

Fig. 4. Two stereo pairs of the same scene from slightly different viewpoints: the upper row is taken 5cm nearer to the wall. The central
picture is the depth map of the scene as extracted by a stereo module. At the bottom are the reconstructed regions, on the left using only one
stereo module and two viewpoint, then using both stereo modules and four viewpoints. At the bottom right the plot of the recovered parameters
of the planes in the four viewpoints case using CI. The crosses are the planes generated by the stereo modules, the circles the planes at the end
of the fusion procedure and the squares show the real values of the parameters.
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To test theCOMVIS system a real a scene with
known characteristics was build in our laboratory
(Fig. 4). This scene consists of three orthogonal planes:
a floor plane, a left wall and a back wall, all with a tex-
tured surface.

In the experiment two differential stereo modules
were used, each one acting processing a different stereo
pair. The stereo pairs were taken from two different po-
sitions, shifted by5cm respect each other along theZ
axis. TheCOMVIS system segmented the scene into
three planar patches. The patches’ regions are shown
in Fig. 4. In this figure the results for two configura-
tions of the system are reported. In the first row are
the results obtained using only one stereo module and
two views of the scene (the upper stereo pair in Fig. 4).
In the second row are reported the results of adding
another stereo module and two more views in the com-
putation of the error function (the lower stereo pair in
Fig. 4). In the bottom left corner we show the plot of
the planes parameters. After the fusion procedure four
planes are left.

7.1. The CIL Sequences

In 1994, the Carnegie-Mellon University released on
the Internet the images of three static scenes complete
with accurate information about the camera calibration
and the true positions of several points visible in each
scene [2]. These sequences represent a fair test case for
theCOMVIS system, since they can be used to test the
actual accuracy of the fusion procedure in estimating
the position of points whose real location is known.

The first scene, CIL-1, depicts a castle. The chal-
lenges of this scene are the great number of different
planes and discontinuities that it contains. For each
scene, eleven pictures taken from different positions
are provided. For our experiments we used the three
images taken at the positions 2, 3, and 4 of the CIL
sequences, where the camera position N.3 is the origin
of the frame of reference, camera N.2 is on the left of
the origin and camera N.4 is on the right of the origin.
Figure 5 reports the points whose real positions are
known, indicated in the picture by a white point and a
number.

The original images have a size of576�384 pixels.
The viewer-centered coordinate system used to repre-
sent the image regions is coincident with the camera
N.3 (the camera at the origin of the coordinate system).

For these experiments we used three independent
differential stereo modules. Of the eleven camera po-
sitions provided by the CIL sequences, three stereo
pairs had enough overlap and worked well with our
stereo module. The stereo modules used the stereo
pairs(3; 2), (4; 3), (4; 2) as input images and each one
produced a list of planar patches describing the scene.
The tables 1 and 2 report the estimation errorsZ coor-
dinate of the test point. This position is computed as
the intersection between the generated planar patches
and the projection of the test point thorough the optical
center of the reference camera.

The first stage produces from zero to three measure-
ments for every pixel. The number of measurements
depends on how many modules have produced a planar
patch covering the test point.

The data fusion stage takes the planar patches pro-
duced by the stereo modules and fuses together similar
planar patches. As explained in Sect. 5.3, the planes
are fused mostly on the basis of their orientation. This
means that even with a single module it is possible
to improve the model of the scene by merging pla-
nar patches originating from different locations of the
same image.

The regions of the patches are then segmented so
as to minimize the matching error, which is then com-
puted as described in Sect. 5.4 using the images 2, 3,
4, 6 and 10 of the sequence, since they provide highly
overlapping views of the scene. The segmentation
stage can extend the planar patches to regions where
the stereo modules were unable to produce sensible re-
sults, this explains why the tables report an estimated
Z after the fusion procedure for points that had no
estimate provided by the stereo modules.

The final stage modifies the plane equation by min-
imizing the matching error and re-estimating the co-
variance matrix from the Hessian of the error surface at
its minimum. In this stageCOMVIS takes advantage
of the whole region of the planar patch to re-estimate
the plane parameter with greater precision.

In evaluating the results in table 1 and 2 it should
be kept in mind that theCOMVIS system is based on
planar patches. On the other side, the test refers to the
error of apoint. It can happen that, in order to get a
better fit for a plane, the error of a point gets larger.
Another observation is that the fusion procedure do
not work well at the borders of objects (unfortunately
many of the test points are at the end of the objects in the
scene) because in this points the planarity assumption
is violated.
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From the tables 1 and 2 it can be seen how the fusion
procedure is able to reduce the errors of the estimates
produced by the stereo modules and to fill in the regions
where the stereo modules did not produced measure-
ments. In general the differences between Kalman
filtering and CI are not great, and mainly consist of the
larger standard deviation estimates for CI, as it is to be
expected.

8. Discussion

The characteristic that distinguishesCOMVIS from
other approaches is its theoretical foundation. We
choose to restrict our system to a single data structure
and to fuse the information in a manner that rigorously
takes cross-correlations into account.

A good overview of other approaches is offered by
first monograph about communication of different vi-
sual modules [1]. There is proposed a two-fold ap-
proach for the integration of visual modules. The first
is defined as “bottom-up” and consists of the develop-
ment of specialized techniques for combining two or
more cues to recover intrinsic object parameters. The
second is the “top-down” approach. It consists of a
general theory of combining different visual cues in
order to obtain a unique and robust solution to the vi-
sual reconstruction problem. This work provides an
interesting starting point, and it is rather accurate in
the description of the “bottom-up” approach. Never-
theless, the top-down approach is only drafted, and not
developed into an usable form. Our work represents
an instance of a top-down, general communication and
fusion approach for visual modules based on a quanti-
tative and geometric model of the scene.

An alternative approach is to perform the commu-
nication process at a lower level of abstraction. A
good example is provided by the MIT Vision Ma-
chine [9, 18]. Its communication scheme is designed
around the detection and representation of disconti-
nuities inside the feature maps. In this scheme the
intensity edges are used to relax the smoothing con-
straints imposed among neighboring features. The ra-
tionale being that changes in surface properties usually
produce strong intensity edges, and thus discontinu-
ities in the feature maps often appear in coincidence
with the intensity edges. This approach is a gener-
alization of the regularization approach, extended so
to be able to deal with discontinuities and to inte-
grate different visual modules. The communication

Fig. 5. The points of the CIL-1 and CIL-2 scenes provided by
the Calibrated Imaging Laboratory of Carnegie-Mellon University
whose real distances were measured.

mechanism uses coupled Markov randomfields (MRF)
[10] to implement a discontinuity-preserving regular-
ization procedure. A MRF is associated to each feature
map (each feature map is produced independently by
a visual module) and another MRF is associated with
its discontinuities (this second MRF is called a “line
process” [10]). The communication is performed by
coupling the MRFs to each other in order to model
their interdependencies—for example, between sur-
face depth and surface normal. These interdependen-
cies have the form of local constraints, and impose
smoothness conditions everywhereexcept at disconti-
nuities, where the line processes allow for discontinu-
ities in the recovered feature maps.

A similar approach, based on the theory of Bayesian
estimation, is proposed by Jain and Pankanti [17]. In
their approach the feature maps produced by the differ-
ent modules are improved by finding their maximum
a posteriori estimate (MAP estimate). Different vision
modalities are integrated by imposing consistency con-
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Table 1. The errors in the estimation of theZ coordinate of the known points in the CIL-1 sequence. The coordinates are expressed in cm.

Point Stereo Err.cm Kalman Err.cm Kalman Std.Dev.cm CI Err. cm CI Std.Dev.cm

1 N/A 6.06 0.98 5.70 1.39
2 N/A 19.15 2.06 20.79 1.08
3 3.52 8.13 0.72 7.75 1.03
4 N/A 7.06 4.60 7.12 4.61
5 N/A 8.09 0.66 4.32 0.49
6 N/A 12.79 0.43 15.85 0.74
7 N/A 19.55 0.65 19.57 0.65
8 26.41 25.13 0.79 25.19 0.79
9 N/A 3.99 0.78 3.55 0.94
10 N/A 7.05 0.96 7.12 0.95
11 6.73 4.00 0.78 4.05 0.78
12 3.44 3.01 0.67 3.07 0.67
13 1.35 5.82 0.09 6.22 0.13
14 4.09 0.79 1.17 0.87 1.17
15 N/A N/A 0.00 N/A 0.00
16 0.05 6.53 0.65 6.57 0.65
17 N/A 0.13 2.68 0.21 2.95
18 N/A 4.52 0.07 1.42 0.27
19 1.72 9.15 0.11 0.71 1.46
20 1.30 0.31 0.25 3.65 1.41
21 0.95 0.13 0.23 0.39 1.03
22 N/A 5.37 0.51 5.34 0.51
23 2.47 1.49 1.53 1.44 2.17
24 4.06 0.80 1.47 0.70 1.47
25 1.98 5.79 0.11 6.11 0.16
26 N/A 2.94 1.05 8.42 2.35
27 9.53 1.37 0.82 1.53 0.82
28 2.63 1.63 2.58 11.01 0.17
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Table 2. The errors in the estimation of theZ coordinate of the known points in the CIL-2 sequence. The coordinates are expressed in cm.

Point Stereo Err.cm Kalman Err.cm Kalman Std.Dev.cm CI Err. cm CI Std.Dev.cm

1 4.37 21.45 1.05 21.95 1.33
2 5.60 28.83 2.21 29.48 2.74
3 N/A 6.69 3.49 6.74 3.44
4 5.33 0.17 0.19 2.99 0.37
5 2.20 0.26 0.09 0.20 0.16
6 2.57 1.45 4.83 1.82 6.59
7 1.48 2.12 3.85 2.13 4.95
8 2.67 2.37 3.26 2.63 3.21
9 9.35 2.01 0.15 1.92 0.26
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ditions across different feature maps, thus coupling the
global estimation process. A coherence principle is
used to estimate the reliability of a feature. This is
done by relating the estimate of a variable with the
estimates of the same variable derived from the neigh-
boring estimates—which amounts to a regularization
procedure.

The Bayesian approach and the Vision Machine
share the same limitations: in order to obtain a com-
putable solution it is necessary to assume the indepen-
dence of the different measurements (i.e., they disre-
gard cross-correlations) and because of the huge num-
ber of involved statistical variables it is necessary to
reduce the model of the probability distributions at the
minimum, thus severely limiting its modeling capabil-
ities. Another necessary simplification is to assume
the independence of the estimated values contained in
the maps and the interaction between the different fea-
ture maps must be limited temporally and spatially—
the interactions between the maps are restricted to be
sequential and only local interactions between the im-
mediate neighbors are permitted. The effect of using
such limiting assumptions is a simplified and solvable
model, but also a model that does not realistically rep-
resent the complexity of the real distributions and is
thus unable to give clear indications about the limits of
the estimated solution.

Another problem with all these regularization-based
approaches is that the communication mechanism is
defined ad-hoc for each feature map and mostly heuris-
tically derived.

The alternative that we propose with our system
limits the size of the feature maps by the use of a
single kind of higher level feature, the planar patch.
The resulting smaller, though more complex, feature
space allows more sophisticated and better grounded
data fusion techniques and limits the amount of pro-
cessing. The planar patch has been previously used
as a primitive for representing 3-D scene models [5].
New in our work is its application to the problem of
communication between visual modules and the pur-
suit of the possibilities offered by its simplicity for the
development of rigorous solutions to the problems of
data fusion and error estimation in a computer vision
system.

A similar approach is exposed in [8]. The main dif-
ference is that a mesh of hexagonal planar patches is
used to reconstruct a model of the scene instead of inde-
pendent planar patches and that our system requires and

uses the covariance matrices of the estimated patches.
Our system does not use global constraints and tries
to merge the planar patches on the basis of their plane
equation, thus improving the results mostly by fusion,
while the system of Fua and Leclerc fuses the patches
on the basis of their region and adds global smoothness
constraints on the reconstructed surface.

9. Conclusions

This study extends the standard approaches used in
computer vision in an evolutionary manner, building
on the classical works of the field and proposing new
solutions that still fit within the current context of
computer vision research. The approach advocated
here integrates several recent research developments
(e.g. Covariance Intersection, Haralick’s theory of er-
ror propagation) in a coherent unity. A goal of this
work is to show the potential and the flexibility of the
communication approach, providing a solid basis for
the further development of more complex communica-
tion schemes.

An important feature of this study is the rigorous
mathematical treatment underlining most of the tech-
niques that define the communication schema and the
minimal recourse to heuristics. Thus, it was often
possible not only to propose rigorous solutions to the
problems, but also to prove their optimality—i.e., to
show that no better solutions are available in this con-
text.

The communication schema proposed in this work
is very general because only a few assumptions are
made about the nature of the visual modules and the
scene being analyzed. Any visual module that encodes
its results in terms of planar patches can be easily
integrated into the system, and most computer vision
modules fit this description, eventually requiring some
additional work to estimate the covariance matrix of
the results.

The actual applicability of the proposed communi-
cation mechanism depends critically on the solution
to the problem of fusing information affected by an
unknown degree of correlation. The technique of Co-
variance Intersection is a recent development of the
Kalman filter theory which addresses this concern. Its
use by theCOMVIS system represents, to our knowl-
edge, its first application in computer vision.

Our research is not limited to a theoretical inquiry
into the problem of the integration of visual modules.
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A very significant effort was put into implementing our
proposed solution in a library of Java classes, freely
available on the Internet at http://www.neurop2.ruhr-
uni-bochum.de/java.

10. Problems and Limitations

The communication and data fusion scheme that we
propose makes extensive use of detailed information
about the geometrical configuration of the cameras,
thus limiting its applicability to situations where this
information is available.

A critical assumption is that the visual modules that
generate the estimates of the planar patches are able
to produce an estimate of their errors and that the dis-
tribution of such errors can be approximated with a
multidimensional Gaussian distribution. If the visual
modules underestimate their errors or the estimated
patches are affected by significant bias the fusion pro-
cedure will not be able to improve the results.

Another limitation is the way that the region of the
planar patches are represented. In this work, a viewer-
centered representation has been used,as it was simpler
to attain and to handle. Nevertheless, a more advanced,
object-centered representation would make the system
more flexible and powerful. A lot of experience about
object-centered region representations is readily avail-
able from the field of computer graphics, and should
be easily integrable into our communication scheme.

The current communication procedure has the lim-
itation of not enforcing any kind of geometrical rela-
tionship among different planes: each plane is inde-
pendent and no constraints are posed on neighboring
or adjacent planes. Such constraints could improve
the performance of the system and lead to more robust
solutions (see, for example, the adjacency condition of
optical flow [13, page 256] and [8] for more complex
global smoothness conditions).

The performances of the current implementation of
COMVISare limited by the use of planar patches. For
scenes of consisting of man-made objects this is often a
good enough approximation, but when this assumption
is violated, for example in the case of natural scenes
cluttered with trees, rocks or other highly irregular
objects, the reconstructed scene is divided in many
tiny little patches, and the fusion procedure is not very
effective.

Another problem of the representation we choose
is that the similarity measure of the plane equations

does not take in account the part of the plane that was
used to generate the estimates of the plane parameters.
This works well only when the images of the scene are
generated by using a telephoto lens, thus using a quasi-
orthographic projection. Otherwise the differences in
perspective tend to magnify small estimation errors
defeating the fusion procedure.

11. Extensions

One way of extending the capabilities of theCOMVIS
system is intrinsic in its modular architecture. It con-
sists of adding more visual modules. Particularly inter-
esting would be the integration of modules that exploit
visual cues other than stereo and motion, for example,
modules that use color information or shading. Even
more intriguing would be the integration of modules
that use non-visual information, e.g. radar or sonar
systems.

Another way of generalizing the communication
mechanism proposed here is to extend it so that it
can handle more complex surface representation prim-
itives, e.g. generic surfaces, superquadrics or gener-
alized cylinders. A first step in this direction is to
characterize the precision of the parameters that define
the primitive and to describe how the parameters and
their precisions are transformed by changes in the co-
ordinate system. Another interesting idea is to keep the
planar patches-based representation but to augment it
with a “bump map” of the displacements of the points
relatively to the plane, like the plane-parallax repre-
sentation of Irani and Anadan [12].

The self-consistency principle of Leclerc et al. [7] al-
lows to evaluate the performances of computer vision
systems without requiring the knowledge of ground
truth, and could prove very useful to tune the perfor-
mances ofCOMVIS to different scenes.
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